
DEVELOP THESIS STATEMENT DBQ

In English class, you may learn a style of essay writing that asks for general background information in a first paragraph.
On a DBQ, however.

You need to take your time to look at these documents and try to figure out the main idea in each document,
determine how they relate with the prompt, and how the documents are related to your temporary thesis. Look
for connections between documents for grouping. Documents may include maps, pictures, and charts.
Grouping and thoughtfully analyzing the documents. In the Ottoman Empire too, people demanded change. It
says very little about how the essay is structured. Though the point-of-view issue is very important, this
statement would not receive POV credit. Assume that the documents are universally valid rather than
presenting a single perspective. Imperialism made the demand for change even more important, as European
powers circled the globe and stretched their influences to the far reaches of the known world. Develop groups
Your essay should show a perfect understanding of the various documents you have been given. Make sure
you take note of the chronology and try to analyze the change Categorize the documents into logical categories
Now that you have gone through all the documents, you need to categorize them depending on how they will
help you answer the question in the prompt. While doing this, try to make some notes on each document. This
includes information about the society in question, the time period or the theme. Note that the skills tested, the
instructions, the rubric, and the guidelines for AP History exams are just the same, the documents are the only
things that vary. With the compound questions often asked by the DBQ, two sentences might be needed to
complete the idea. In the documents booklet, mark off documents that you use so that you do not forget to
mention them. From the harbor of Boston during the first stages of the American Revolution to the plantations
of Haiti during the struggle to end slavery, people have battled for power. You need to pick one outstanding
perspective that you are going to adopt in your essay. Many students think they have written a thesis when, in
actuality, they have not; their opening paragraphs are just too general and unspecific. Use visual and graphic
information in documents that are not text-based. The Ottoman government took the same position on
religious diversity as it did on ethnic diversity. This may be done as an exercise for class, but it looks juvenile
on the exam. It would not receive credit because of its irrelevancy. This should reflect in your essay.


